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In the past funeral service has not needed to justify its prices. The advent of direct 
cremation changed the need for justification. The poor economy of the past few years 
just increased the need to tell client-families why you charge what you charge. 

My ongoing published study of cremation over the past 17 years has shown that the 
average cremation sale (container and service) returns just 45% of the income 
compared to the traditional burial (casket and service). Examinations of direct cremation 
prices to complete service charges also reveal the same 45% range for cremation 
recovery – meaning that a 55% gap or loss of income occurs nearly every day on each 
direct cremation arrangement made in the United States. 

In order to correct this revenue imbalance, I have pushed, pleaded, and persuaded 
funeral home owners to employ fair pricing by charging the same prices to all client-
families using the same services. Still, the disparity remains and the financial strains 
mount as the income per call decreases with rising cremation rates. 

It seems that the profession has a LESS=LESS mentality. If client-families want to pay 
less for cremation services, we must charge less. The results are ever-decreasing 
income and a downward spiral of prices. 

Some industry-focused advisors claim that merely raising cremation prices is unwise 
since it can place you at a disadvantage in your market. They are right. 

A number of firms have embraced a MORE=MORE approach – providing more services 
and charging more for those services. After all, unless you offer more than your 
competition, how can you charge more? 

In order to be successful you must actually offer more services, be able to successfully 
convey your differences to shoppers, and have the callers actually listen to your points. 
Some callers will not be open to discussion and you will need to decide whether you 
want to 1) offer different prices to different customers (usually unwise) or 2) show 
commercial courage by walking away from true shoppers. 

 



 

Still, you can include a host of services to distinguish your cremation offerings from 
other firms by raising your standards: 

1) Instituting Basic Care (preparing a body for identification or private family 
viewing) 

2) Placing the remains in the container selected by the client-family 
3) Including a Private Time to Say Goodbye even with an unembalmed body 
4) Requesting identification verification 
5) Preparing a value statement highlighting your care, respect, dignity, integrity, and 

standards of care that you and your staff can use confidently 
6) Mustering the commercial courage to charge more than other firms while 

granting yourself permission to let true price shoppers go elsewhere 
7) Providing the kind of experience that promotes your elevated service and creates 

strong word-of-mouth advertising (the best advertising money can’t buy) 

Drop the LESS=LESS mentality. Remember that MORE=MORE. Those firms 
employing the MORE approach have experienced higher client-family satisfaction, 
greater employee fulfillment, and more income - a win-win-win scenario.  

 

 


